Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in smoke from different woods and their transfer during traditional smoking into chorizo sausages with collagen and tripe casings.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), at least those with high molecular mass, are classified as probable human carcinogens by the US Environmental Protection Agency. The importance of the material used to generate smoke is indicated by the attention that the European Union is paying to list the wood that can be used to produce smoking flavour agents. The paper examines the dependence on the nature of the wood used for smoking on the formation of eight PAHs (selected as markers of PAHs) and transfer of these PAHs into traditional Spanish smoked chorizo sausages with collagen and tripe casings. The results showed that the kind of combustion performed on different materials seriously affected the PAH levels in the smoke generated. Ignition and firing of the material with a flame compared with heating produced more PAHs in the smoke. The levels of PAHs found in the meat and in the collagen and tripe casings of the smoked chorizo samples suggest that the collagen-based casings behave as a better barrier to PAHs.